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Abstract 
We use real representations of Clifford algebras associated with Hurwitz factorizations in order to generate 
harmonic morphisms on pseudo-Euclidean spaces and generalized Hadamard matrices. 
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1. Introduction 
The Hurwitz problem of factorization of algebraic sums of squares is related to real 
representations of real Clifford algebras. For example, the existence of the Hurwitz factoriza- 
tion 
with z1 =xly, -x2yZ and z2 =xzyl +x1y2, is connected with a real irreducible representation 
of the Clifford algebra C(0, 1) which is nothing but the field of complex numbers (see [S-lo]). 
In this paper we use these real representations in order to construct harmonic morphisms 
defined on Euclidean spaces or on pseudo-Euclidean spaces endowed with a metric of neutral 
signature. In general the composition of two harmonic maps is not a harmonic map. But the 
composition of a harmonic morphism with a harmonic map is also harmonic (see [5]). Our 
result happens to be a nontrivial extension of the const~ction given in [l] in the framework of 
the theory of harmonic maps defined on Euclidean spaces. 
Our construction of harmonic morphisms can be used to generate generalized Hadamard 
matrices which are used in design theory (see [3]). 
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2. Background: the Hurwitz problem 
Following [9,10], we introduce the concept of pseudo-Euclidean Hun&z pair (PEHP). A pair 
U’, QJ, 6 AN is a PEHP of dimension (m, s), m and s integers and s is even, if and only if 
(1) F is a real vector space of dimension m endowed with a quadratic nondegenerate 
pseudo-Euclidean form Q, of signature (p, a), p > 1 and (T & 0; 
(2) S is a real vector space of dimension s endowed with a nondegenerate symmetric or 
skew-symmetric bilinear form A; 
(3) there exists a bilinear map f : F X S -+ S such that 
(3.1) there exists a unique element l r, of F such that Vq ES, f(eo, cp> = cp; 
(3.2) Vu E F, Vq and I,/J E S, A(acp, a$) = Q,,(a)A(cp, $), where aq -f(a, 9); 
(3.3) the action of F on S is irreducible, i.e., there does not exist a proper subspace of S 
remaining stable under the action of F on S defined by f. 
A pair {(F, Q,), (S, A)} which satisfies the axioms (11, (21, (3.1) and (3.2) but not (3.3) is 
called a pre-Hun&z pair (PHP). A PHP {(F,, QJ, (S, A)) is connected with a real Clifford 
algebra C(Q), where Q is the nondegenerate quadratic form such that Q(X) = -Q&x> for any 
x in the subspace E defined by F = [We0 @E. Following [lo], S can be viewed as the (Majorana) 
spinor space carrying a purely real (and irreducible in the case where the PHP is also a PEHP) 
representation of C(Q). 
The real matrices e,, e2,. . . , e,_, generating a basis of C(Q) must satisfy the following 
constraints [9,10]: 
ejL= -LeT, j=1,2 ,..., m-l, (1) 
where L is the matrix representation of A in a basis of the spinor space S. The action of F on 
S can now be written as 
i 
m-l 




where a’, al,...,am-’ are arbitrary real numbers. In [lo], we find all the dimensions Cm, s) for 
which a PEHP exists, as well as the signatures (p, (T) of Q. and the corresponding A 
(symmetric or skew-symmetric). 
Let us give now an example of PEHP and PHP. We start with the Clifford algebra 
C(Q) = C(0, 1) = @ (for the notations, see [4]). This is generated by 
and e, = 
We immediately check (1) with L = 1,. Let F be R*; the action of F on S is written as 
Axiom (3.2) is satisfied and, setting cp = 1,5, we get 
(xl)‘+ (x’)~ =((a”J2 + (al)*). (@I)‘+ (cp”,‘), 
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which is the usual form of the Hurwitz formula in two dimensions. The chosen representation 
of C(0, 1) is irreducible; then we get a PEPH {(F, QJ, (S, A)) z {@X2, 12), 0R2, 1,)) of dimen- 
sion (2, 2). 
Let us now consider the Clifford algebra C(Q) = C(1, 0) G R f~ R which is isomorphic to the 
algebra of hyperbolic complex or double numbers. This is generated by 
Eq. (1) holds with L defined as (b _y). Here, we have also F = R2 and S = R2. The action of F 
on S can then be written as follows: 
Axiom (3.2) is satisfied and, with cp = JI, we have 
(2)” - (x2>2 = ((4’ - (42)((d)z - ((P*)*)> 
which is a non-Euclidean analog of the Hurwitz formula in dimension two (see [S]). The chosen 
representation of Ccl, 0) is not irreducible; then the pair ((F, Q,>, (S, A)) g {(R2, I;), @X2, L)j 
is a PHP. 
Let us end this section with a result of [9]. The matrix L associated with a PHP can always 
be chosen such that 
LT=6L, with 8 = _~l. 
3. Generation of PHPs 
Let {ej; j = 1,. . . , m - l} be a set of matrices generating the Clifford algebra C(Q) = C(p, q), 
p + q + 1 = m, associated with the PHP or PEHP {(Rm, Q,), (R’, A)} of dimension (m, s). We 
define the matrices E,, a! = 0,. . . , m - 1, as follows: 
E,= i:) -tS/, Ej= i’l _ej), with j= l,...,m - 1. 
Then we get the following results. 
(i) The set {Ea; a = 0,. . . , m - l} generates a (nonirreducible, in general) representation of 
the Clifford algebra C(p, q + 1). This can be checked showing by straightforward computations 
that Ei = - 12S, Ef = Q,l,, and EaEp + EpEa = 0 (a! #PI. 
(ii) The matrices E, satisfy the equation 
E,M= -MET, with M= k i . 
( 1 
This follows immediately from the definition of E,. 
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Results (i) and (ii) show that the map H defined by 
H:C(p, q)+C(p, q+l):{ej; j=l,..., m-l}+{E,; a=0 ,..., m-l} 
induces a map from the PHP or PEHP {CR”, Q,), (R”, A)} of dimension (m, S> to the PHP 
I@ m+l, N), ([w2’, M)} with N the nondegenerate quadratic form of signature (4 + 2, p>. 
Repeated application of H leads to an infinite chain of Clifford algebras 
qP,q)+qP,q+l)+ --* +qP,4++- .“, 
associated with an infinite chain of PHP. 
4. Generation of harmonic morphisms 
We start with the same set {ej; j = 1,. . . , m - l] as in the preceding section. Then we define the 
matrices 
PO= [: “,,j, P,= (19 21, pj+l= ( _Oej z), j=L...m-1. 
This leads to the following results. 
(i) The set {Pa; (Y = 0,. . . , m} generates a representation of the Clifford algebra C(q + 2, p>. 
It follows obviously from the fact that P,f = PF = 12S, PF+l = -Qjj12, and PolPp + PpPa = 0 
((.w + p). 
(ii) The matrices satisfy the equation P,M =MPz, as it comes from a straightforward 
computation. 
(iii) The map U: [w2S + lQmfl : x + (Ua)ol=O,.,.,m, where 
K(x) = (p,‘x, X)M (3) 
and where (. , * jM is the bilinear form associated with M, is a harmonic morphism (see [511. 
(a) AMU, = 0 with A, = Mk’(d/~xk)(d/kx’). 
(b) Let f:[Wm+‘-+[Wn:U+f(U), n=l,2,..., be a map such that ANf= 0 with A, = 
Na@(a/aUa)(d/aU~) where N is the matrix of a quadratic form of signature (q + 2, p). 
Then the map f~U:R2”+Rn: s ++ f(U(x)) is also a harmonic map. Namely, we have 
A&U(x)) = 0. 
Let us remark that U,(x) = 0 if L is skew-symmetric, i.e., when 6 = - 1. It follows from (3) and 
the fact that 
( PJt4)T = 6PJ4. 
If the matrices P, arise from a PEPH associated with C(p, q), it is known that L can be 
symmetric (i.e., U, 20 in general) in the following cases [lo]: 
p+q=O (mod8) and p-4=0,2,4,6 (mod8), 
p+q=l (mod8) and p-4=3,7 (mod8), 
p+q=2 (mod8) and p-4=4,6 (mod8), 
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p+4=3 (mods) and p-q=5 (mod8), 
p+4=4 (mod8) and p-9=4,6 (mod8), 
p+4=5 (mod8) and p-q=3,7 (mods), 
p+q=6 (mod8) and p-4=0,2,4,6 (mod8), 
p+q=7 (mod8) and p-4=1,3,5,7 (mod8). 
The results (i)-(iii) happen to be a pseudo-Euclidean generalization of [1,6]. 
Let us prove the result (iii). Using (31, we get 
A,U, = 2 tr Pa. 
But the explicit form of P, shows that tr P, = 0 and therefore we obtain (iii)(a). 
In order to prove (iii)(b) we give first the equation 
VU~(~) = 2PJk 
The latter comes from the fact that 
(4) 
au, d 
ax - g&‘, . . *, Xk,. . .) x2q + go, *. ., 1,. . . ,O)) I r=o 
=&P&(x+f(O )...) I)...) O)),x+t(O ,...) l)...) O))MIt=o 
=(PcyTx,(O )‘.., l,..., O)),+(PT(O )...) l)...) O), & 
Then, if U, f 0 (i.e., when S = + 11, we have 
(PZ% Y)M = (CY, x)m. 
This leads to 
- = 2(Pu’x, (0,. * ., 1,. . .,O))M’ axk 
and therefore to (4). 
If we compute AMf, we get the equation 
&if= 
a.f 
-A U+ auk M a 
From result (iii)(a), (41, the harmonici~ of f and 
(VK, VU@), = 4jPZx, P;& 
=2(P,‘xPp’x, x),+2(& P;(P,Tx)),=4N,&, &,, 
we get the result (iii)(b). 
(5) 
We introduce now the concept of generalized Hadamard matrix [3]. Let tl be a k x I matrix 
with entries only + 1. Let G and F be diagonal matrices, I x I and k x k respectively, with 
entries only f 1. H is a generalized Hadamard matrix if and only if 
HGH= = kF. 
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Let us define the matrix K as follows: 
where x = (1,. . . , 1). Then we check that 
(mK=),p = (V&Y vup)M. 
Eq. (5) leads thus to 
KMK= = 2sN, 
and to the result (iv): the matrix K is a generalized Hadamard matrix. 
5. From PHP to harmonic morphisms 
Let us consider the map P defined by 
P : C( p, q) + C(q + 2, p) : {ej; j = 1,. . .) m - I} - {P,; (Y = 0,. . .) m}. 
This map generates the following chain of Clifford algebras: 
C(q + 2, P) + C(s + 3, P) + . . . -+ C(q + 12, P> + 
by the repeated application of the map F defined by 
FoP=PoH. 
The following figure shows how to use the Clifford 
construct harmonic morphisms: 
algebras associated to the PHP to 












C(P, 4 +n) A C(q ;- 5, P) 
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Starting with the Clifford algebra C(p, q) associated to a PHP {(R, Q,,>, CR’, Al], we 
generate harmonic morphisms 
u: [W2ns + [Wm+n+l, 
n = 1, 2,. a.7 
where AU=0 and A =(L@li@ ... @ l,)afl(a/~xa> (a/&~~). The tensor product involves 
here II matrices 1,. 
As a matter of example, let us start with the algebra Ccl, 0) of hyperbolic complex numbers. 
Applying the maps P and H, we get 




[w(2) = C(1, 1) A C(3, 1) = R(4) 
This scheme leads to the harmonic morphisms defined by 
(i) u:R4+R3:X~u(X), 
r u, = (xl)’ - (x2)’ - (x3)’ + (x4)2, 
i 
u, =2(x1x3 -x2x4), 
u, = 2(-x1x4 +x2x3). 
We check that 
l a2 a2 a2 a2 ~- a(d)' -+---- a(x2j2 a(x3)2 a(x4)’ I u,=o. 
Furthermore we get an additional identity: 
u; + u; - u; = (( q2 - (X2)” + (X3)’ - (X4)2)2, 
which shows that U is in fact a pseudo-Hopf fibration (see [S]). 
(ii) u:[w*+ LVM(X), 
Q& = (x1)2 - (q2 + (x3j2 - (x4)2 - (xJ2 + (hjj2 - (xJ2 + (xsj2, 
u, = 2(x1x5 
( 
-X2X6 +x3x7 -X4X8), 
U,=2(- X1X7 +x2x8 +x3x5 -x4x6), 
\ 
u, = 2(-x1x6 +x2x5 +x3x8 -x4x’). 
We check the harmonicity which is expressed as follows: 







acx”> a(x6)2 a(x7)’ a(x8J2 
u,=o. 
(6) 
It is not possible to get an identity similar to (6) because a pseudo-Hopf fibration IRS + R4 
does not exist (see [8]). 
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Let N be the following matrix: 
I1 \ 
N= l1 . 
\ -1.) 
It is possible to find solutions of the equation ANf(U) = 0 using its conformal invariance [7]. 
We start with an obvious solution as 
f(U) = c,U”. 
Then, applying the generator of conformal transformations 
a a 
c = 2c,uYJ~- - u U”cP-- 
aup a aup + 2c,U”, 
we generate an infinite set of solutions 
where 
cf= 4(c,u”)2 - (c,cLI)(U&P), 
~~f=24(c,U~)~- 12(c,U”)(c~c~)(UYU’),... . 
Expressing U, as a function of (xl,. . . , .x8), we get an infinite set of solutions of the equation 
AF(x) = 0, 
where F : R8 + Ii3 and A4 = a3 @ 1, 8 l,, a3 = (b _“,). 
Using the following coordinates with Ul - U: - Uf - U: > 0: 
U, = r sh 19 cos q sin $, U, = r sh 0 sin q sin $, 
U,=r sh 8 cos +, U,=r ch 8, 
it is possible to get a second class of typical solutions of equation ANf = 0 with A, J and A4 
chosen as in [2]: 
k(r) ._k((U; _ U2” _ U; _ U;)“‘) = Cr(Az+2)1’*-1 +Dr-(A2+2)1’2-1 
with C and D arbitrary constants, and 
V;\(O) = V;” arctg 
i i 
u,2 + uf + u2’ 1’2 
U32 11 
= thJ8 ch’“-‘0 ,F,(i(J- ih + l), +(J- ih + 2); J+ i; th28) 
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and with 
Yh($, ‘p) = Yh arctg ( [ “GT2)1’2, arctg 2) 
a harmonic function on the sphere S*. Expressing again U,, . . . , U, as functions of x1,. . . , x8, 
we get immediately solutions of the equation A,F(x) = 0. 
Appendix. Hurwitz transformations 
In a previous work, we have introduced nonbijective quadratic transformations: the Hurwitz 
transformations generalizing the Kustaanheimo-Steifel transformation [8]. These maps are 
defined by 
(1) h(c,, c*, $1: [w8 + FP : x * h(c,, c2, c,)(x) = (h”(x)), where 
ho = (x1)’ - Cl( X2)’ - C2( X3)’ - ClCz( X4)* + C3( X’)” - ClC3( X”)’ - C2C3( X7)* - ClC2C3( X8)*, 
h’ = 2(x1x5 + c1x2x6 + c2x3x7 - c1c2x4x8), 
h* = 2(x1x6 +x2x5 + c2x3x8 - c2x4x7), 
h3 = 2(x1x7 -$X2X8 +x3x5 + c1x4x5), 
h4 = 2(x1x8 -x2x7 +x3x6 +x4x5), 
with cj = f 1, j = 1, 2, 3; this map satisfies a Hurwitz-like formula: 
(ho)* - c3(h1)* + cIc3( h*)* + c2c3( h3)* - c1c2c3( h4)* 
= ((xl? - cl(x*T - c*(x”) + c1c2( x”)” - c3( x’)” + CIC3( x6)’ 
+C*C3( X7)’ - C1C*C3( X8)*)*; 
(2) h(c,, c,): R4 + R3 : x - h(c,, c,)(x) = (ha(x)), where 
ho = (xl)’ + cl(x2)* + c2(x3)* + c1c2(x4)*, 
h1 = .2(x1x2 + C2X3X4)) h* = 2(x1x3 - c1x2x4), 
with cj = f 1, j = 1, 2; we have also a Hurwitz-like formula: 
(ho)* - cl( h’)* - c2( h*)* = ((x1)* - cl( x2)” - c2( x3)’ + cIc2( x4)‘)*; 
(3) h(c,) : IL!* + IL!* : s - h(c,)(x) = (ha(x)), where 
ho = (xl)” - c,(x*)*, h’ = 2x1.x2, 
with ci = + 1; we immediately get 
(ho)* - cl(h’)* = ((x1)* - cl(x2)*)*. 
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The Hurwitz transformations R2” + [wS+’ with s = 1, 2 or 4 satisfy the property 
(Vh”, VhP), = 4(x, &G@, 
where G is the diagonal matrix 
diag(1, cr, c2, c1c2,-c3, c1c3, c2c3,- c1c2c3), when s = 4, 
diag(l,- cl,- c2, c1c2), when s=2, 
diag(l,- cr), when s= 1. 
This property leads to an interesting feature of the following diagram: 
R2” A R m+l 
1 f 
where we have introduced the notations of the preceding sections and where the map F is 
defined by the equation 
FoU=Foh. 
Then we get the following results. 
(i) If f is harmonic, i.e., A,f= 0, F is also harmonic, namely A,F = 0. To prove the result, 
we start from the fact that (see above) 
A,(f 0 U) = 0. 
Thus, 
A,( f 0 h) = 0. 
But, 
‘dFo h, = &“:h p (Vh*, VhP), + ;AMha. 
Due to the harmonicity of the Hurwitz transforations and its property, we get 
A,( F 0 h) = 4( x, +,A,F = 0, 
which proves the proposition. 
Furthermore we also get the following proposition. 
(ii) If F is harmonic (A,F = 0), then f is also a harmonic map (A,f = 0). This gives a way to 
construct a class of harmonic functions on lRm+’ from those on IRS+’ and conversely. 
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